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Abstract

Identifying internal waves in complex flow fields is a long-standing problem in fluid dynamics, oceanography and atmospheric

science, owing to the overlap of internal waves temporal and spatial scales with other flow regimes. Lagrangian filtering —

that is, temporal filtering in a frame of reference moving with the flow — is one proposed methodology for performing this

separation. Here we (i) describe a new implementation of the Lagrangian filtering methodology and (ii) introduce a freely

available, parallelised Python package that applies the method. We show that the package can be used to directly filter output

from a variety of common ocean models including MITgcm, ROMS and MOM5 for both regional and global domains at high

resolution. The Lagrangian filtering is shown to be a useful tool to both identify (and thereby quantify) internal waves, and to

remove internal waves to isolate the ‘balanced’ flow field.
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Abstract17

Identifying internal waves in complex flow fields is a long-standing problem in fluid dy-18

namics, oceanography and atmospheric science, owing to the overlap of internal waves19

temporal and spatial scales with other flow regimes. Lagrangian filtering — that is, tem-20

poral filtering in a frame of reference moving with the flow — is one proposed method-21

ology for performing this separation. Here we (i) describe a new implementation of the22

Lagrangian filtering methodology and (ii) introduce a freely available, parallelised Python23

package that applies the method. We show that the package can be used to directly fil-24

ter output from a variety of common ocean models including MITgcm, ROMS and MOM525

for both regional and global domains at high resolution. The Lagrangian filtering is shown26

to be a useful tool to both identify (and thereby quantify) internal waves, and to remove27

internal waves to isolate the ‘balanced’ flow field.28

Plain Language Summary29

Ocean flows are a superposition of many different flow phenomena including ed-30

dies, jets, currents, and waves. As computing power increases, high-resolution numer-31

ical ocean models are simultaneously resolving more of these phenomena. Quantifying32

a particular phenomenon therefore requires a method to identify and separate that phe-33

nomenon from others in the model output, in order to be able to assess the associated34

energy and energetic exchanges. Here we propose a method to identify a particular phe-35

nomenon known as ‘internal waves’ — hourly to daily oscillatory motions which prop-36

agate three-dimensionally throughout the ocean, driving mixing and thereby support-37

ing the global ocean circulation. Our method involves a combination of a coordinate trans-38

formation and a high-pass temporal filter. The method has been implemented in a freely39

available, efficient and user-friendly open-source Python package.40

1 Introduction41

Internal waves are the natural response of a stratified fluid to thermal or mechan-42

ical perturbations, whether periodic (e.g. tides) or localised in time (e.g. sudden wind43

gusts or thermal forcing), and are therefore ubiquitous in the ocean. Internal waves are44

associated with significant fluxes of energy (e.g. Waterhouse et al., 2014) and momen-45

tum (e.g. Naveira Garabato et al., 2013; Shakespeare & Hogg, 2019) that act to mix and46

force the ocean. The quantification of internal waves — and their attendant fluxes —47

is therefore of significant interest to the oceanographic community and has been the fo-48

cus of many numerical modelling campaigns in recent years. Quantifying internal wave49

fluxes in the output of such models requires first identifying and separating the wave com-50

ponent of the flow from other signals.51

In lower resolution models, internal waves are readily identified as high-frequency52

(sub-daily) motion, as compared to the much slower (monthly to yearly) balanced flow53

consisting of currents, jets and mesoscale eddies (e.g. the 0.25◦ model of Simmons &54

Alford, 2012). In such models, which do not resolve the high frequency ocean subme-55

soscale (usually identified as sub-10km horizontal scales and daily timescales; e.g. Thomas56

et al., 2008; Shcherbina et al., 2013), internal waves are the only high-frequency signal,57

making their identification straightforward via a direct temporal filter at fixed points in58

space (an Eulerian filter). However, as computer power increases, models are simulta-59

neously resolving both submesoscales and smaller scale internal waves. Indeed, sub-1km60

horizontal resolution regional simulations have become commonplace in recent years (e.g.61

Capet, McWilliams, & Shchepetkin, 2008; Capet, McWilliams, Molemaker, & Shchep-62

etkin, 2008a,b; Nikurashin et al., 2013; Nagai et al., 2015; Mashayek et al., 2017; Shake-63

speare & Hogg, 2017; Bachman et al., 2020, among others). The identification of inter-64

nal waves in such high-resolution models is challenging because (i) the internal wave timescales65

overlap with those of the submesoscale, and (ii), the propagation of internal waves at these66
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scales is strongly modified by the flow in which they propagate. In particular, Doppler67

shifting of the wave frequency (e.g. Bretherton & Garrett, 1969) can mean that the Eu-68

lerian frequency (the frequency observed at a fixed point) is very low, or even zero, com-69

parable to that of the balanced flow (e.g. jets, eddies). Thus, an Eulerian high-pass fil-70

ter is insufficient to identify small-scale waves in high-resolution simulations.71

Instead, it is desirable to use the more sophisticated definition of an internal wave72

as ‘a high-frequency motion as measured moving with the flow’ (e.g. Polzin & Lvov, 2011).73

Shakespeare & Hogg (2017) — and separately Nagai et al. (2015) — introduced an in-74

ternal wave filtering methodology using this definition which they called ‘Lagrangian fil-75

tering’. This method involves transforming model output to a flow-following (i.e. Lagrangian)76

reference frame and temporally filtering fields in this frame, before transforming the data77

back to fixed points. In both Nagai et al. (2015) and Shakespeare & Hogg (2017), this78

method was introduced to address the challenge of quantifying the ‘spontaneous’ gen-79

eration of internal waves — a process by which internal waves emerge from a flow field80

without external forcing. Usually such waves emerge from high Rossby number flows (i.e.81

a strong submesoscale is present) and with small scales (i.e. large Doppler shifts), mak-82

ing their identification impossible using an Eulerian filter. The Lagrangian filtering method-83

ology addresses both of these challenges since the frequencies are measured in a frame84

moving with the total flow, including the submesoscale flow, allowing unique identifica-85

tion of the wave field as the high-frequency signal in this flow-following frame.86

More recently, the Lagrangian filtering methodology has been applied to quantify87

internal tide energy and momentum fluxes in tidally-forced, submesoscale-resolving sim-88

ulations — in both idealised (Shakespeare & Hogg, 2019) and realistic regional (Bach-89

man et al., 2020) configurations. The latter study investigated internal tides in a highly90

dynamic region (the Indonesian Seas), characterised by fast and strongly divergent hor-91

izontal flows. Such divergence introduces additional complications for the Lagrangian92

filtering methodology developed by Shakespeare & Hogg (2017) since it leads to a degra-93

dation of parcel concentrations in divergent regions, and an accumulation in convergent94

regions, effectively degrading the resolution of the filtered data (see Bachman et al., 2020,95

for details). Here we present a modification of the method that solves this problem and96

maintains the input resolution of the model data at all locations.97

The paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we describe the new Lagrangian fil-98

tering methodology and identify the differences from previous formulations. We also pro-99

vide a technical description of the Python package implementation of the method, and100

demonstrate its operation via a simple synthetic flow example. Section 3 then presents101

multiple case studies using the Python package to directly filter output from three widely102

used ocean models (MITgcm, ROMS, and MOM5) and demonstrates the utility of the103

method for both the problem of identifying wave fields and the converse problem of elim-104

inating waves in order to identify the ‘balanced’ flow. We then conclude in Section 4.105

2 Method106

The separation of wave and non-wave flows in high-resolution models is a challeng-107

ing problem since both flows often occupy the same spatial and temporal scales. This108

is increasingly a major issue as models begin to be routinely run in submesoscale-permitting109

regimes (i.e. horizontal resolution of hundreds of metres to a few kilometres). In such110

regimes, neither a purely temporal — nor a purely spatial — filtering method is suffi-111

cient. Instead, here we describe a spatio-temporal filtering method called ‘Lagrangian112

filtering’ (Nagai et al., 2015; Shakespeare & Hogg, 2017, 2018, 2019; Bachman et al., 2020)113

since it involves temporal filtering in a Lagrangian (flow-following) reference frame. In114

such a frame, motions such as eddies appear as very low frequencies because the parcels115

are following their flow. By contrast, internal waves have a fixed minimum frequency (the116

Coriolis frequency, f) in a flow-following frame as imposed by the internal gravity wave117
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dispersion relation (e.g. Bühler, 2014)118

f ≤ ω =

√
N2(k2 + l2) + f2m2

k2 + l2 +m2
≤ N, (1)

where ω is the Lagrangian frequency, N the buoyancy frequency, and (k, l,m) the wavevec-119

tor in the Cartesian (x, y, z) directions. In practice, the models run in these regimes are120

usually hydrostatic (k2 + l2 � m2), and the appropriate dispersion relation is thus121

f ≤ ω =

√
N2(k2 + l2) + f2m2

m2
<∞, (2)

and the upper limit on wave frequencies (N) is not present. In either case, in a flow-following122

frame, internal waves exist only at frequencies exceeding the local Coriolis frequency, and123

non-wave flows exist at very low (near-zero) frequencies. Thus, a scale separation exists124

and the high-frequency wave component may be obtained via a high-pass filter.125

We use standard Lagrangian tracking algorithms to follow fluid parcels that are ad-126

vected by flow fields from ocean model output. The Lagrangian filtering method is im-127

plemented as follows:128

1. Initialise parcels on the model grid at the time of interest.129

2. Advect parcels forward and backwards using model output of horizontal velocity130

(u, v) for a given time window (user-specified; often 2 days).131

3. Interpolate fields of interest (e.g. u, v, ρ, p, etc.) to the parcel paths.132

4. Apply high-pass filter to data along parcel paths (user-specified cut-off frequency;133

usually close to f).134

5. Save the filtered values at the time of interest (at the initial grid locations, which135

is the time-centred parcel position). Discard all other values.136

6. Repeat for next time of interest.137

This procedure can be repeated for all required time outputs to obtain a full timeseries138

of filtered fields. As with previous implementations, parcels are only advected horizon-139

tally on the basis that the vertical advection (and thus wave Doppler shift) is small; that140

is, mW � kU+lV for a mean flow (U, V,W ). With this assumption, the filter for each141

vertical level of the model is independent and the filtering calculation can be trivially142

parallelised over times and model levels. This approach works well for models that use143

depth coordinates (z, z∗) and likely also (though this remains to be tested) for models144

that use isopycnal coordinates, since ocean flows are along isopycnals to first order. How-145

ever, this approach will fail for models that use terrain-following (σ) or similar coordi-146

nates, since the cross-coordinate flow can be large. For such models, output must first147

be interpolated to depth coordinates before applying the filtering (e.g. as done by Bach-148

man et al., 2020).149

A key improvement to our implementation of the Lagrangian filtering method com-150

pared with previous implementations (Shakespeare & Hogg, 2017, 2018, 2019; Bachman151

et al., 2020) is the forward-backward advection from the model gridpoints (step 2) which152

allows the time-centred data to be naturally defined on the model grid (step 5), with-153

out interpolation. Previous implementations kept all data along parcel tracks and reversed154

interpolated from scattered parcel positions to the model grid. The interpolation oper-155

ation is computationally expensive, and more importantly, leads to the degradation of156

the resolution of the filtered fields in regions of strongly divergent flow (e.g. as noted by157

Bachman et al., 2020). Using the new method, the resolution of the filtered fields remains158

identical to the input (raw model) fields.159
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2.1 The Lagrangian filtering Python package160

The Lagrangian filtering algorithm is encapsulated in the lagrangian-filtering161

library (https://github.com/angus-g/lagrangian-filtering), written in Python and162

available within the Conda package manager. This library makes use of the Parcels frame-163

work (Delandmeter & van Sebille, 2019), which handles some of the computational chal-164

lenges involved. In particular, Parcels provides a unified interface to different model out-165

puts, support for sampling on both rectilinear and curvilinear meshes, and dynamic just-166

in-time sampling kernels. On top of Parcels, the Lagrangian filtering library provides an-167

other level of abstraction. The library exposes a simple interface to automatically de-168

fine the relevant Lagrangian sampling kernels, as well as the full filtering workflow. For169

a given time slice, the library can seed the initial particles, perform the forward and back-170

ward advection steps, then perform the final filtering reduction on the Lagrangian data.171

In order to implement the filtering workflow efficiently, the Lagrangian filtering library172

has a strong focus on performance, in both the advection and filtering stages.173

The Lagrangian transformation using forward and backward advection is a large174

component of the computational effort of the filtering algorithm, and thus its performance175

is paramount. To improve raw advection performance, in parallel with the Lagrangian176

filtering development, Parcels was translated to a structure-of-arrays representation (Kehl177

et al., 2021). This change also permitted Parcels to process large numbers (tens of mil-178

lions) of particles, which was previously untenable. To make use of modern multicore179

hardware, the main advection loop in Parcels was also converted to OpenMP shared-memory180

parallelism.181

Excluding the advection portion of the filtering algorithm, there are other perfor-182

mance considerations. As the algorithm needs to store the full trajectory for every par-183

ticle, it may have large memory requirements for certain datasets. To prevent excessive184

memory use, the filtering library is able to cache the advection trajectories on-disk in185

HDF5 files. The approach of reducing the full trajectories back to a single, filtered time-186

slice of data is able to take maximal advantage of parallel processing, and we use Dask187

(Dask Development Team, 2016) to distribute the filtering across multiple workers. An188

additional library (sosfilt; https://github.com/angus-g/sosfilt) has been written189

to allow the efficient application of multiple second-order section (SOS) filters at differ-190

ent cutoff frequencies (see Section 3.3 for an example application), which is otherwise191

a very inefficient operation in the base scipy (Virtanen et al., 2020) implementation.192

2.2 Synthetic flow example193

To build understanding of the utility of the method, here we consider a simple syn-194

thetic flow example. The Python code to generate this example is provided via github195

(see Acknowledgments). Consider a doubly periodic x− y Cartesian plane, where196

0 ≤ x ≤ L, 0 ≤ y ≤ L, (3)

with constant Corolis parameter f . Here we construct a flow field that is a combination197

of a uniform mean flow, u0 = (U0, 0, 0), a stationary trapped wave, uw = (vw, uw, ww),198

and an eddy being advected by the mean flow, ue = ∇× ψẑ, such that199

u = U0 + uw sin kx+
∂ψ

∂y
, (4)

v = vw −
∂ψ

∂x
. (5)

The wave field is defined such that it satisfies the steady momentum equations linearised200

about the uniform mean flow (as per the typical lee wave problem), with no variation201

in the y direction:202

U0
∂uw
∂x
− fvw = −∂pw

∂x
, (6)
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U0
∂vw
∂x

+ fuw = −∂pw
∂y

, (7)

∂uw
∂x

+
∂vw
∂y

+
∂ww

∂z
= 0. (8)

We choose uw = Uw sin kx and therefore vw = fUw

kU0
cos kx. This steady flow is a wave203

signal for wavenumbers k where the Doppler shift exceeds the inertial frequency, or kU0 >204

f . The pressure and vertical velocity are unimportant to the current example. The eddy205

is constructed as a barotropic flow with streamfunction206

ψ = Ue Le exp (−((x− U0t)
2 + (y − L/2)2)/L2

e), (9)

where Ue is the maximum eddy flow speed and Le is a measure of the radius. All that207

remains is to select appropriate values for the various constants. Here we choose a mean208

flow of U0 = 0.2m/s, wave and eddy flows of Ue = Uw = 0.01m/s, and a Coriolis pa-209

rameter of f = 5 × 10−5/s. The wavenumber is chosen to be k = 10−3/m and the210

domain equal to 8 wavelengths, L = 8(2π/k) = 50.265km. Lastly, the eddy radius is211

taken as Le = 10km. The effective frequency of the eddy is set by the rate of advec-212

tion past a fixed point, or Ue/Le = 2× 10−5/s.213

To generate the synthetic data we write a netCDF file consisting of 2 weeks of out-214

put on a 200 × 200 grid (∆x = 250m horizontal resolution) at hourly time intervals.215

The required frequency of output is set by the need to resolve the timescales of the flow;216

here the timescales are set by the eddy advection and are of order Le/Ue = 14 hours.217

To maintain the effective spatial resolution during advection (a CFL criteria for advec-218

tion; e.g. Keating et al., 2011) we require an advection timestep smaller than ∆x/Umax =219

1142 s for the maximum flow speed of Umax = 0.22m/s. We therefore select an advec-220

tion timestep of 600 seconds (the Lagrangian filter will interpolate between the hourly221

data).222

The Lagrangian filter is applied to the synthetic data with a cut-off frequency equal223

to the minimum wave frequency of f and a 7-day (±3.5) time window. The Lagrangian224

filtered output is shown in Figure 1 for the u velocity at t = 7 days. The method cleanly225

separates the steady wave flow (Figure 1b) from the eddy flow (Figure 1a). For compar-226

ison, the results from an Eulerian filter are also shown in Figure 1c,d. The Eulerian fil-227

ter is identical to the Lagrangian except it is applied for time series at fixed points in228

space, rather than time series along parcel tracks. Unsurprisingly, the Eulerian filter iden-229

tifies almost the entire flow as low-frequency ‘mean’ flow, except for the smaller scale part230

of the eddy which appears as a relatively low-amplitude high-frequency ‘wave’ flow. This231

splitting of a particular dynamical feature of the flow (i.e. the eddy) is a common issue232

with filtering approaches where there is no physical temporal (or spatial) scale separa-233

tion between the dynamical regimes, and thus any choice of filter cut-off is a largely ar-234

bitrary one. Conversely, the Lagrangian filter succeeds because there is a clear tempo-235

ral scale separation in the flow-following frame between the low frequency eddy and high-236

frequency wave.237

3 Model case studies238

Here we present three examples of the application of the Python package to filter239

output from three widely used ocean models. The Python code for each example is pro-240

vided via github (see Acknowledgments).241

3.1 Nested Scotia Sea model at 200m resolution (MITgcm)242

This Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model (MITgcm;243

Marshall et al. (1997)) configuration covers a 250km by 250km region of the Scotia Sea244

in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current downstream of Drake Passage at 200m horizon-245
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Figure 1. Filtered zonal flow fields for the synthetic data described in the text at time t = 7

days. (a) The Lagrangian filtered mean/eddy flow, ū−U0. (b) The Lagrangian filtered wave flow,

ũ. (c) The Eulerian mean flow, ūE − U0. (b) The Eulerian filtered wave flow, ũE .
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Figure 2. Regional models of the Southern Ocean downstream of Drake Passage. The 200 m

resolution, 200 vertical level MITgcm regional configuration used here (top right) is nested within

the lower resolution configuration of Velzeboer (2019). The boundaries are forced by 20 km -wide

sponges (indicated). Zonal velocity (inset) and kinetic energy (main) are shown at 3000m depth.

Surface (green) and 3000 m (brown) bathmetry contours are also shown.

tal resolution, with 200 vertical levels (Figure 2). The model is forced by a tidal poten-246

tial from TPX08 global tidal model (Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002) including 8 constituents247

(M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, and Q1) and surface forcing from hourly ERA5. In ad-248

dition, forcing at the edges of the domain is provided by hourly output from a larger-249

domain MITgcm regional model at 700m resolution (Velzeboer, 2019), which includes250

the same tides and ERA5 surface forcing, and is itself forced at the boundary by the Mer-251

cator GLORYS12V1 reanalysis product (http://marine.copernicus.eu/) and tidal252

velocities from TPX08. Further details and analysis of the regional model will be reported253

separately. Here we instead focus on the application and utility of the Lagrangian fil-254

tering for a model of this type (i.e. a relatively small-domain regional model with open255

boundaries). We consider one week of model output from 14-21 December 2010. The fre-256

quency cut-off is selected as the Coriolis frequency (constant for the f -plane model) of257

f = 1.206× 10−4 s−1.258

3.1.1 Impact of width of filter time window259

A key parameter in applying the Lagrangian filter is selecting the length of the data260

window about the time of interest. In a Fourier sense, the length of the time window T261

determines the frequency-space resolution (i.e. ∆ω = 2π/T ). It is anticipated that the262
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Figure 3. The impact of filtering window width on the calculated wave field. (a-e) Snap-

shots of filtered wave zonal velocity at 12 noon UTC on 16 Dec 2010 for various window widths.

(f-i) Difference in filtered wave velocity with respect to the ±2.4 day window. (j) Percentage

root-mean-square (RMS) difference in wave field for each window, compared with the ±2.4 day

window. The red square indicates the region shown in Figure 4a-d, and the red dashed line the

transect in Figure 4e-f.

filtered fields will converge as the resolution of the filter (window width) increases. Thus,263

the question we address here is: What window width shows sufficient convergence of the264

filtered fields for practical applications?265

Figure 3a-e displays the filtered zonal velocity fields for 5 different time window widths266

from ±0.5 to ±2.4 days. By eye, the filtered fields look almost identical in each case with267

the only obvious difference being that longer filter windows produce a smaller region of268

usable data, since parcels reach the domain edges within the window period and are omit-269

ted from the output. However, differences in the filtered fields do exist: to highlight these,270

the difference of each filtered field with respect to the longest (±2.4 day) window is also271

shown. Differences reduce by approximately an order of magnitude for each 1 day in-272

crease in filter window width. The RMS difference (Figure 3j) is 10% for a ±0.5 day win-273

dow, 1% for a ±1 day window and 0.03% for a ±2 day window. Based on these results,274

a ±2 day window is clearly more-than-satisfactory for the practical application of the275

Lagrangian filtering method — and we therefore use a ±2 day window in our further anal-276

ysis below.277

The Lagrangian filtering package also has the ability to use a variable or adaptive278

window length. In this mode, instead of omitting parcels that leave the domain, the pack-279

age will truncate the time series at the time of exit, and filter based on the reduced time280

series. This approach will increase the error, but may be the best choice for very small281

domains where no significant loss of model data around the edges can be afforded.282
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Figure 4. Snapshots of (a,e) Lagrangian and (b,f) Eulerian filtered wave kinetic energy. (c,g)

Lagrangian and (d,h) Eulerian filtered mean (non-wave) kinetic energy. (a-d) 1000 m depth.

(e-h) Transect at y =125 km. Black boxes indicate regions of interest discussed in the text.

3.1.2 Comparison with Eulerian filter283

As in the synthetic example in the previous subsection, it is useful to compare the284

operation of a Lagrangian and Eulerian filter in separating waves and non-wave flow. Fig-285

ure 4 shows a comparison of the kinetic energy in the wave and non-wave (mean) flows286

as defined by each method using a ±2 day window, for the same time as shown in the287

previous figure (12 noon UTC on 16 Dec 2010), and for the region indicated by the red288

square in Figure 3d. This subdomain can be specified directly in the Lagrangian filter289

which will restrict the computation to only this region and produce NaNs elsewhere in290

the output files. The Eulerian filtered fields are computed in the same way over the same291

time window, by simply turning off the advection kernel (see example script).292

The Eulerian and Lagrangian filtered fields exhibit a number of significant differ-293

ences. In particular, the Eulerian mean flow (Figure 4d) is much less smooth than the294

Lagrangian mean (Figure 4c), which is indicative of incomplete (or incorrect) filtering295

of waves. For example, the black boxes in Figure 4b,d highlight a region where the Eu-296

lerian filter misidentifies (i) fast moving mean flow as waves, and (ii), waves that are trapped297

in a jet (and thus Doppler shifted) as mean flow. This example is taken at 1000m depth,298

showing that difference between the Eulerian and Lagrangian filters can be significant,299

even in the ocean interior. Another important difference is apparent in the vertical tran-300

sects in Figure 4e-h. A lee wave generation event is highlighted in the Lagrangian-filtered301

wave field (the black box in Figure 4e). However, since these waves are trapped steady302

flows, the Eulerian filter also incorrectly identifies them as mean flow, as seen in Figure303

4h. Overall, the Eulerian filter tends to underestimate wave kinetic energy by 20-50%304

in the MITgcm regional model (Figure 5) with the biggest differences in the upper 1800305

m.306
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Figure 5. (a) Horizontally-averaged Lagrangian (solid) and Eulerian (dashed) filtered wave

kinetic energy. (b) Ratio of horizontally-averaged Lagrangian to Eulerian filtered wave kinetic

energy.

3.2 Coral Triangle regional model at 1.5km resolution (ROMS)307

This Regional Ocean Modelling System (ROMS; Shchepetkin & McWilliams (2005))308

simulation spans a cross-equatorial region around the Indonesian islands known as the309

‘Coral Triangle’ at 1.5 km resolution, and is described in detail in Bachman et al. (2020).310

The simulation is forced by surface fluxes and tidal forcing in the interior, and via out-311

put fields from a lower resolution model run at the open boundaries. The Coral Trian-312

gle is known for extreme tidal and wave dynamics, including large amplitude surface and313

non-linear solitary internal waves (solitons). These signals are especially strong in the314

free surface height, thus providing a challenging test case for the effectiveness of Lagrangian315

filtering in wave-balanced flow separation of ocean surface elevations. We anticipate that316

our filtering methodology may be particularly useful for the high resolution modelling317

efforts being undertaken to prepare for the SWOT satellite mission (Morrow et al., 2019),318

many of which are aimed at filtering model output to obtain a ‘balanced’ flow field. We319

observe that when applied to filter surface fields (as here) the ‘semi-Lagrangian’ method320

used by the filter is fully Lagrangian, since the neglected vertical advection of parcels321

is identically zero.322

As noted in Bachman et al. (2020), applying the Lagrangian filtering method in323

a near-equatorial region presents the additional challenge of identifying an appropriate324

cut-off frequency that separates ‘wave’ and ‘non-wave’ flow. Clearly, it is not possible325

to simply select the inertial frequency as the cut-off, since this vanishes at the equator.326

Thus, we use the method adopted in Bachman et al. (2020) of identifying the minimum327

in the frequency spectra separating slow non-wave motion from fast wave motion. It is328

anticipated that computing such spectra will be a common requirement when setting up329

an analysis workflow for any new regional simulation, and this functionality has there-330

fore been built into the Lagrangian filtering package (see example script). Figure 6 shows331

both the Lagrangian and Eulerian frequency spectra for both the kinetic energy and free332

surface height, averaged over the domain for a ±2 day time window. A minimum is ob-333

served in the kinetic energy at ω = 5 × 10−5/s, which we therefore select as the cut-334

off frequency.335
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Figure 6. Particle track-averaged Lagrangian frequency (black) and domain averaged Eu-

lerian (grey) spectra of free surface height (solid) and surface kinetic energy (dashed) from the

model of Bachman et al. (2020). Frequencies of the major tidal constituents are indicated as

coloured lines. A cut-off frequency of ωc = 5 × 10−5 s−1 (grey line) is selected to coincide with

the minimum in the spectra.

Figure 7 shows how the sequential application of Lagrangian and Eulerian filters336

may be used to separate a total free surface height (top) into different dynamical con-337

stituents (bottom). The figure shows the gradient of free surface height (rather than free338

surface height itself) to highlight the different dynamical regimes on the same colour scale.339

Of particular interest here is the low-frequency non-wave component (bottom left) re-340

sulting from the sequential application of a low-pass Lagrangian and low-pass Eulerian341

filter. Recall that the Eulerian filter imposes the constraint ω � ωc assuming all am-342

plitude is well below the cut-off frequency; that is, the timescale of the flow is long. Sec-343

ondly, the Lagrangian filter imposes the constraint that ω − Uk � ωc, for flow speed344

U and wavenumber k (again assuming all amplitude is well below the cut-off frequency).345

We can simplify this constraint for ω � ωc to be simply Uk � ωc or Ro = kU/ωc �346

1; that is, the flow has a small Rossby number. Thus, the doubly low pass filtered field347

is both slow and has a small Rossby number; we thus argue that this field best repre-348

sents the balanced flow (Ford et al., 2000; Vanneste, 2013). If we were to only apply one349

of these constraints, Figure 7 displays the ‘errors’ that would occur in this definition of350

balance. For example, using only a Lagrangian filter would include high-frequency non-351

wave processes such as submesoscale eddies (ω > ωc, Ro ≥ 1). Similarly, using only352

an Eulerian filter would include low-frequency waves such as lee waves (ω < ωc, Ro ≥353

1). In either case, the error introduced could be significant (about 10% of the free sur-354

face height in this example, and a first order contribution to the height gradient).355

3.3 Global ocean model at 0.1◦ resolution (MOM5)356

As a final example, we apply the Lagrangian filtering to identify internal waves in357

the global ocean sea-ice model ACCESS-OM2 (Kiss et al., 2020), the ocean component358

of which is the Modular Ocean Model (MOM) version 5.1 from the Princeton Geophys-359

ical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (https://mom-ocean.github.io; known as ‘MOM5’).360

Application of the technique to a global ocean model requires a spatially variable cut-361

off filter such that an appropriate wave frequency limit (e.g. the local inertial frequency362

f = 2Ω sin θ) may be imposed at each latitude. This spatially-variable cutoff is imple-363
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Figure 7. Methodology to identify a ‘balanced’ free surface height field, using output from the

model of Bachman et al. (2020) as an example. Plots show the gradient-squared of free surface

height |∇η|2. (top) The total height gradient at 20:15 on 9 October 2016. (middle) Lagrangian

filtered (left) non-wave and (right) wave. (bottom) Lagrangian and Eulerian dual-filtered fields.

The approximate parameter regime for each field is shown at the bottom where Ro = kU/ωc.

The low-frequency non-wave component (bottom left; bold) provides a best-estimate of the bal-

anced flow field. All filters in this example use a cut-off frequency of ωc = 5 × 10−5 s−1. Greyed

areas show the part of the model domain omitted in the filtering. Black areas are ocean outside

the model domain.
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mented efficiently via the sosfilt library as discussed in Section 2.1. Here we impose364

the local inertial frequency as the cut-off, except equatorward of 10◦ latitude where we365

set the cut-off as the inertial frequency at 10◦. The ACCESS-OM2 model uses a tripo-366

lar grid in the Arctic for which the Parcels advection kernel fails. While it is anticipated367

that further developments will address this issue1, for the present example we simply mask368

all areas north of 60◦N, and only filter the region to the south where the grid is recti-369

linear.370

Figure 8 shows the results of the Eulerian and Lagrangian filtering methods ap-371

plied to the surface velocity fields from the global model, using hourly model output and372

a ±2 day filtering window. Low-mode internal waves are visible in the Southern Ocean373

(consistent with wind-generated near-inertial waves; e.g. Simmons & Alford (2012)) in374

both the (a) Lagrangian and (b) Eulerian filtered zonal velocity. Indeed, by eye, these375

two filtered fields look identical. However, taking the difference (Figure 8c) reveals that376

the fields differ by ∼10% at smaller scales in strongly eddying regions of the ocean (e.g.377

western boundary currents, Antarctic Circumpolar Current, etc.), indicating the pres-378

ence of trapped waves and/or submesoscales (as per Figure 7). This behaviour is con-379

sistent with the expected wave dynamics: large-scale, low-mode waves are unaffected by380

the Doppler shift and hence appear equally in both filtering methods, whereas smaller381

scale waves in regions of strong flow experience a large Doppler shift and can become382

sub-inertial in an Eulerian frame, meaning they are captured by the Lagrangian filter383

but not the Eulerian. Conversely, submesoscales (if they exist with any significant am-384

plitude, which is unlikely at 0.1◦ resolution) would be captured by the Eulerian filter but385

not the Lagrangian. The kinetic energy in the Lagrangian high-pass filtered field is sig-386

nificantly higher than in the Eulerian high-pass filtered field in almost all regions (Fig-387

ure 8d,e), indicating that it is trapped waves (and not submesoscales) that dominate the388

difference between the filtered fields. This difference can comprise a large fraction of the389

total energy in eddying regions (Figure 8f).390

4 Discussion391

Here we have introduced a new Python package that implements an updated ver-392

sion of the Lagrangian filtering methodology first proposed by Nagai et al. (2015) and393

Shakespeare & Hogg (2017). The method separates the high frequencies as measured in394

a frame moving with the flow (i.e. internal waves) from the remainder of the flow, with395

the parcel-tracking kernel using the existing OceanParcels framework (Delandmeter &396

van Sebille, 2019). The filtering package can be applied directly to netCDF format ocean397

model output from both high-resolution global and regional simulations. Successful use398

of the method requires model output that is high resolution in time (typically hourly,399

to resolve internal waves) and has a ∼ ±2 day window of output data around the time400

of interest. The package acts independently on particular vertical levels and times, mak-401

ing the filtering an embarrassingly parallel operation. In addition, openMP parallelisa-402

tion is implemented to speed up computations of the filtered fields for individual levels/times.403

We have presented a number of examples to demonstrate the usefulness of the La-404

grangian filtering method and how it differs from the more common direct temporal fil-405

tering at fixed points in space (Eulerian filtering). Lagrangian filtering permits the cor-406

rect identification of Doppler shifted internal waves — for example, lee waves (see Fig-407

ure 4) — and by extension, removes such waves from the non-wave or ‘mean’ flow field.408

This dual role is vital in facilitating calculation of wave energy fluxes and wave-mean en-409

ergy exchanges and is the primary reason for the original development of Lagrangian fil-410

tering (Nagai et al., 2015; Shakespeare & Hogg, 2017, 2018, 2019). In particular, the use411

1 The current solution is to interpolate the tripolar grid model output onto a rectilinear grid, but this

adds an undesirable intermediate processing step.
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of Lagrangian filtering enabled Shakespeare & Hogg (2017, 2018) to formulate the first-412

ever closed internal wave energy budget in high-resolution regional simulations.413

Here we have also shown the potential utility of Lagrangian filtering in the related414

problem of identifying the ‘balanced’ flow field. While this is a long-standing problem415

in the field (e.g. see the review of Vanneste, 2013), it has attracted additional attention416

in recent years as preparatory work is undertaken for the Surface Water and Ocean To-417

pography (SWOT) satellite mission to launch in late 2022 (Morrow et al., 2019). This418

satellite will collect ocean topography data at high resolution which will include ‘unbal-419

anced’ internal waves and submesoscales. However, given the repeat orbit period of 21420

days, the corresponding hourly and daily timescales of these dynamics will not be resolved.421

Thus, dynamical models are required that can bridge this gap and assist in disentangling422

satellite-observed balanced and unbalanced motions. Here we have shown how a com-423

bination of Lagrangian and Eulerian filtering could play a role in this disentanglement424

by separating not only wave versus non-wave free surface height fields, but also balanced425

(low Rossby number) and unbalanced (high Rossby number) free surface height (see Fig-426

ure 7).427

The Lagrangian filtering methodology and package presented here is likely to be428

of broad use to the oceanographic community (and possibly beyond; e.g. atmospheric429

science), having already played a significant role in a number of studies of internal wave430

processes (Nagai et al., 2015; Shakespeare & Hogg, 2017, 2018, 2019; Bachman et al.,431

2020). Until now, the method has been largely inaccessible to the general community432

owing to the significant development overhead required to implement it in a sufficiently433

efficient manner to cater for the very large datasets emerging from high resolution mod-434

els. Ongoing development and user involvement will likely lead to further performance435

improvements and the implementation of additional features.436
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